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Abstract

At a global scale, the universe is generally fitted by an idealized manifold described by the

FLRW metric. This is in particular the case when probing the universe to determine its dynam-

ics. The process that fits the idealized manifold to the real universe is however not uniquely

defined. This process may depend on the cosmic probe that has been used for the measure-

ments, and could hence lead to different observed temporal evolutions of the scale factor. A

correct interpretation of the observed accelerated expansion of the universe requires therefore

first a thorough understanding of the fitting process that has been implicitly applied. In this

article we establish the fitting processes for the SNIa, BAO and CMB cosmic probes, and deduce

the related averaged Einstein equations. We demonstrate that the way these fittings have been

applied in practice lead to an apparent dark energy effect. We also highlight the conceptual

differences in the fitting processes between the SNIa and BAO probes on the one hand, and the

CMB probe on the other hand. Considering those differences, we then show how the so-called

Hubble tension can be explained.

1. Introduction

Most of the time, real manifolds present complicated features. Fortunately, at a global scale,

they can often be approximated by an idealized manifold, described by a limited number of

parameters. But in general, the approximation that can be performed is not uniquely defined. The
fitting problem, consisting in determining how an idealized manifold should be best fitted onto

the real one, is fundamental. Indeed, being considered to be representative of the real manifold,
the fitted idealized manifold is the one that will be used in practice, since its description is

considerably simplified. So, any property deduced from the fitted manifold will be assumed to be

applicable in the same way on the real manifold. It is therefore important, when analysing some
given real manifold, to establish the most adequate fitting process for its idealized representation,

ensuring that this representativeness is meaningful.
To understand the underlying implications of the fitting problem, let us start our examination

with a simple illustrative example, i.e., the case of the earth. It is known that the earth is not a

perfect sphere. Mountains and abysses form small perturbations, and the earth is also slightly
flattened at the poles. However, since globally it looks like a sphere, it makes sense to approxi-

mate it as such, because its whole geometry would then be described by one single parameter,
i.e., a mean radius. This considerably simplifies its description. But several fitting processes

can be used to approximate the earth as a sphere, each one leading possibly to a different mean

radius. The earth’s mean radius is hence purely conventional, and depends on the way it has
been defined (and measured). For example, the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics

(IUGG) provides three reference values based on three different definitions, see [1]. The first one
corresponds to the average of three specific radii (two on the equator and one at a pole), the

second one corresponds to the radius of a sphere with the same surface area, and the last one
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corresponds to the radius of a sphere having the same volume. These three definitions thus im-

ply different measurements, leading to different fittings of the idealized sphere. Other definitions
could be envisaged. Fortunately, in the case of the earth, differences between various definitions

are quite insignificant. This is because the perturbations with respect to what would be a perfect
spherical earth are of the order of 10 km, to be compared with a mean radius of about 6370 km.

The earth is a trivial example, but it will be helpful to regularly refer to it in the following to

better understand more complex situations.
In a similar way, the universe corresponds to a four-dimensional manifold, looking globally

like an idealized manifold described by the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) met-
ric. Here also, local perturbations exist and imply that this FLRW metric can only be considered

as an approximation of the real one. Obviously, for practical reasons, this approximation makes

sense, since it allows to study the dynamics of the universe by using one single evolving param-
eter, namely the scale factor a. Unfortunately, with respect to the earth, the universe presents

several major difficulties. Firstly, as said, the scale factor is not a constant, but is expected to
evolve over time. Secondly, a curvature parameter k needs also to be taken into account. Thirdly,

perturbations of the real manifold with respect to the FLRW manifold could be more important

than in the case of the earth (see further), and this could give room for a wider variety of fitting
processes (and hence different dynamics). Fourthly, being four-dimensional, it is much more

difficult to represent, even in a schematic way, the related manifold. In particular, it would not
be self-evident to detect that some approximate manifold has been fitted inadequately. Lastly,

whereas there is no fundamental physical law that allows us to predict the earth radius, the as

measured evolution of the scale factor can be compared with a theoretical prediction, and this
leads to additional difficulties.

Let us elaborate a little more on this last difficulty. Theoretically, the dynamics of the universe

is expected to be related in some way to the Einstein equation of General Relativity. However,
determining this relation could be more difficult than generally thought. When establishing the

Friedmann equation, we assume that the Einstein equation can be applied as such at the cosmic
scale, but this is a very strong assumption. We should indeed remind that the Einstein equation

has been proven to be valid at what we could call a local scale, but it has not been proven to

be valid at the cosmic scale. In fact, theoretically, being a field equation, each tensor of the
Einstein equation should be evaluated at each specific point. When considering that tensors and

equations can be evaluated at a macroscopic scale, we perform some averaging process. But as
is well known, averaging field equations can lead to extra terms (as an example, averaging the

Navier-Stokes in fluid mechanics leads to additional terms accounting for the turbulence effects).

Unfortunately, it is still unclear how the Einstein equation should be averaged, see for example
[2]. But perhaps more importantly, we should stress that the way the Einstein equation should be

averaged should in fact depend on the fitting process itself. Obviously, different fitting processes
will lead to different idealized manifolds, related to different dynamics of their FLRW metric. We

should thus indeed expect that they are described by different averaged Einstein equations.

Acknowledging that different fittings could lead to different dynamics, we understand the
importance to address the fitting problem with the required attention in the case of the universe.

The importance to address this problem has already been highlighted by other authors, see for
example [3] or more recently [4]. To be complete, the fitting problem should be addressed in two

steps. The first step consists in understanding how the FLRW metric can be (or has been) fitted

onto the real universe. This fitting process is directly related to the probe technique that has been
used. Reminding indeed the case of the earth mentioned above, the first probe, based on a direct

measure of three radii, leads to a different mean radius than the two other probes, which are

based on indirect measurements. In a similar way, we should expect that the probe techniques
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used in cosmology, in particular the SNIa probe, the Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) probe,

and the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) probe, could lead to different fittings of the FLRW
metric onto the real universe. So, each probe technique has its own fitting process, and should

thus be examined separately. Then, knowing the fitting process for a specific probe technique,
in a second step, the Einstein equation of General Relativity should be adequately averaged to

predict the expected dynamics of the as fitted manifold.

Studies performed up to now were generally either focused on the first step only (what would
be the best fitting process, see in particular [5]), either on the second step only (what would

be the best averaging process of the Einstein equation, see for example [2], [6] or [7]). As an
illustration, the study of backreaction effects, which has received considerable attention by some

research teams, is part of this second step. According to this theory, the Einstein equation of

General Relativity is not applicable as such on a global scale, and needs to be averaged somehow.
The proposed averaging process is non-linear, which leads to the appearance of a new term in

the averaged Einstein equation, accounting according to that theory for the dark energy effect.
However, the study of backreaction effects does not relate the proposed averaging process to a

specific fitting process. So it is implicitly assumed that the various probes of the universes are

related to an identical fitting process, and that this one is characterized by the proposed average
Einstein equation. But the link between the proposed averaging process and the different probes

has not been demonstrated. In other words, it has not been shown that the SNIa, BAO, CMB
and all other possible probes are indeed characterized by such an averaging process. Moreover,

the need to investigate the fitting problem is in some way also supported by the fact that some

cosmic probes lead to small but still significant differences in the observations (this is the so-
called Hubble tension). The root cause of this Hubble tension is currently a matter of research,

but reminding once again the case of the earth, the Hubble tension could simply be explained by

the existence of different fitting processes related to those cosmic probes. We will justify that this
is indeed the case.

To summarize, in their interpretation, results from the different cosmic probes have been
taken as such, without really wondering on which approximate manifold of the real universe we

were working, and if this one could effectively be considered as globally representative of the

real universe. But it is essential to understand which fitting process characterizes each probe.
And this is what we propose to investigate in this article. Therefore, we need to understand that

the two steps mentioned above are closely related, and should be analysed together. A specific
averaging process of the Einstein equation of General relativity is only applicable to some specific

fitting process, and vice versa.

In section 2 we introduce the two major averaging operations that need to be carried out when
analysing the results of cosmic probes. The first one consists in averaging adequately measure-

ment results (corresponding to what we observe), and the second one consists in averaging the
Einstein equation of General Relativity (corresponding to what we predict). For this last one, we

develop a simple averaging operation based on the requirement that it be covariant and that it

allows to link the idealized and the real FLRW manifolds. This averaged Einstein equation is in-
deed expected to be not uniquely defined, and should contain a term that depends on the fitting

process. In section 3 we then investigate the SNIa and BAO cosmic probes. It will be justified
that these probes are indeed related to an identical fitting process. We will determine this fitting

process, and use it to deduce the related averaged Einstein equation. We will demonstrate that

this equation involves a term that accounts for an apparent dark energy effect, able to explain
the observed accelerated expansion of the universe, as evidenced by [8] and [9]. In section 4

we finally investigate the CMB probe. Similarly to the previous section, we will examine how

this probe implicitly defines its fitting process, and then show how it affects the average Einstein
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equation. We will also explain why the way we apply the CMB probe leads to the Hubble tension

with the two previous probes.

2. Averaging operations

In general, fitting processes imply averaging operations. This is because each local property could

be affected by a perturbation with respect to the average value, and could hence generally not be
considered as representative of the global behaviour. Therefore, measurements are carried out at

multiple locations so that existing perturbations are averaged over, in order to capture only the
mean value of the parameters defining the idealized manifold. In the case of the universe, we do

not escape to this common practice. Moreover, since we expect that the scale factor evolves over

time, probe techniques generally (but not always) measure an average value at different times.
This is the case for example for measurements performed on SNIa. Averaging the results obtained

by some probe technique constitutes the first averaging operation that has to be performed when
investigating the dynamics of the universe. This first averaging operation is thus related to the

measurement.

It is important to understand that each specific probe technique implicitly defines its own fit-
ting process. Reminding the case of the earth, measuring directly the mean radius, or measuring

first an mean surface or volume and then deducing the mean radius leads to different results.

This thus also means that each specific probe technique will be related to a particular averaging
operation in the measurements. In fact, the fitting process can be directly characterized by the

way this first averaging operation has been performed, and this will be an extremely useful in-
formation. To better understand what this means in practice, it will be helpful to start with the

second averaging operation that has to be performed when investigating the dynamics of the

universe, i.e., the averaging of the Einstein equation of General Relativity. This second averaging
operation is thus related to the theoretical prediction.

As said in the introduction, the as measured evolution of the scale factor is expected to be
related somehow to the Einstein equation of General Relativity. But this last equation is valid

locally, and applying it to the universe requires some averaging operation on it. When averaging

the Einstein equation, we need to be careful, because such operation implies an integration over
some sub-manifold. It is indeed well-known that an integration (i.e., a summation) over curved

manifolds is in general well-defined for scalars only. On the contrary, integrating tensors is a
questionable operation. Adding a tensor located at some point to a tensor located at another

point requires to parallel transport one of them to the other one along some curve. But in

general, the tensor obtained after being parallel transported is dependent upon the selected curve,
meaning that the result of the summation is not well defined. We could thus fear conceptual

issues when integrating the tensors appearing in the Einstein equation when trying to average it.
To avoid such issues, the averaging process we propose here is performed by integrating scalars

only. In fact, there is no need to obtain an averaged Einstein equation in tensorial form. If the

curvature parameter k is known, the FLRW metric is defined only by the scale factor, therefore,
one single average scalar equation is sufficient to predict its dynamics. This also renders the

equation automatically covariant. We finally also require the averaged Einstein equation to take

into account the characteristic of the averaging operation of the considered fitting process. Indeed,
since the averaged Einstein equation should depend on the fitting process, we expect that it

contains some term making the link between the real and the idealized manifolds, which, as we
will see, can be defined by the averaging operation on the measurements.

This averaging process for the Einstein equation is established as follows. Let us first define

the notations that we will use: gµν is the local metric tensor, and gµν is the FLRW metric tensor
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obtained from some specific fitting process. We then define the local perturbation in the metric

tensor ∆gµν such that
gµν = gµν + ∆gµν . (1)

We also define the inverse FLRW metric tensor gµν such that

gαµgµβ = δα
β . (2)

In the same way, Gµν is the local Einstein tensor, and Gµν is the FLRW related Einstein tensor.

The difference between those two last tensors is written as ∆Gµν:

Gµν = Gµν + ∆Gµν . (3)

In the following, we will make use of a specific frame of reference based on the co-moving
coordinates, for which t is the cosmological time coordinate, and where (x, y, z) are the spatial

Cartesian coordinates. In these specific coordinates, gµν is diagonal. Assuming k = 0, we have

gtt = −1, gii = a2 where i = x, y, z, and all other components are zero. Similarly, gtt = −1,

gii = 1/a2 and all other components of gµν are zero. Finally, Gtt = 3ȧ2/a2, Gii = −2aä − ȧ2, and
all other components of Gµν are zero.

Assuming that the cosmological constant Λ is zero, the Einstein equation of General Relativity

reads
Gµν = 8πGTµν . (4)

Now, given the FLRW metric and the tensors derived from it, we note that together with the
Einstein equation, we can produce two independent scalar relations. A first possibility consists

in multiplying Eq. (4) by gµν:
Gµνgµν = 8πGTµνgµν . (5)

This indeed constitutes a scalar relation. We may hence integrate it over space (meaning over all
events that occur at the same cosmological time):

∫

V
Gµνgµν

√

|gij|dV =
∫

V
8πGTµνgµν

√

|gij|dV , (6)

where |gij| is the magnitude of the determinant of the spatial part of gµν, and where
∫

V means an

integration over a spatial volume V supposed to be sufficiently large so that it can be considered
as representative of whole space.

A second possibility to obtain a scalar relation from the Einstein equation of General Relativity

and from the FLRW metric consists in multiplying Eq. (4) by gµαgνβGαβ. Integrating this scalar
relation over space leads to:

∫

V
GµνgµαgνβGαβ

√

|gij|dV =
∫

V
8πGTµνgµαgνβGαβ

√

|gij|dV , (7)

Since the equations (6) and (7) are scalar relations, they are frame invariant, and we may

evaluate them in a specific frame of reference without worry. We will therefore use the specific
frame of reference mentioned above. Assuming that space is globally isotropic, we admit that on

average the different spatial diagonal components of Gµν are identical, and will be written as Gxx.
Developing Eq. (6), we then get

∫

V

(

3

a2
Gxx − Gtt

)

√

|gij|dV =
∫

V
8πG

(

3

a2
Txx − Ttt

)

√

|gij|dV . (8)
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In the same way, developing Eq. (7) gives

∫

V

[

3

(

−2
ä

a3
−

ȧ2

a4

)

Gxx + 3
ȧ2

a2
Gtt

]

√

|gij|dV

=
∫

V
8πG

[

3

(

−2
ä

a3
−

ȧ2

a4

)

Txx + 3
ȧ2

a2
Ttt

]

√

|gij|dV . (9)

Since the scale factor and its temporal derivatives do not depend on the spatial coordinates, they

can be considered as a constant in the integrations. We then multiply Eq. (8) by 3ȧ2/a2 and add
Eq. (9) to it:

∫

V
6

(

ȧ2

a4
−

ä

a3

)

Gxx

√

|gij|dV =
∫

V
6

(

ȧ2

a4
−

ä

a3

)

8πGTxx

√

|gij|dV , (10)

which can be simplified:
∫

V
Gxx

√

|gij|dV = 8πG
∫

V
Txx

√

|gij|dV . (11)

Using then this latter relation together with Eq. (8), we deduce that
∫

V
Gtt

√

|gij|dV = 8πG
∫

V
Ttt

√

|gij|dV . (12)

It is important to stress that if Eq. (11) and (12) could give the impression that we integrate

tensors over space, this is in fact not the case: they are truly scalar relations, as can be seen from
the way we derived them. Their scalar nature is hidden by the simplifications we made. So, these

relations are well defined.

Writing finally Gµν in function of its fitted part and its perturbation part, we get

∫

V

(

Gxx + ∆Gxx
)

√

|gij|dV = 8πG
∫

V
Txx

√

|gij|dV (13)

and ∫

V

(

Gtt + ∆Gtt
)

√

|gij|dV = 8πG
∫

V
Ttt

√

|gij|dV . (14)

Let us in particular examine Eq. (14). Since Gtt does not depend on the spatial coordinates, it

can be taken out of the integral, and this last equation can be written as

Gtt +

∫

V ∆Gtt

√

|gij|dV

∫

V

√

|gij|dV
= 8πG

∫

V Ttt

√

|gij|dV

∫

V

√

|gij|dV
. (15)

In the right hand side, we recognize the average density over space:

ρ =

∫

V Ttt

√

|gij|dV

∫

V

√

|gij|dV
. (16)

So Eq. (15) can be written as

3
ȧ2

a2
+

∫

V ∆Gtt

√

|gij|dV

∫

V

√

|gij|dV
= 8πGρ . (17)
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This looks like the Friedmann equation, except that an additional term appears in the left hand

side. This term is directly related to the spatial average of the perturbations in the Einstein tensor,
and depends on the way the FLRW metric has been fitted. Indeed, the fitting process will directly

determine if the perturbations ∆Gtt are on average mostly positive, negative or even cancel. If
the fitting process is such that these perturbations cancel on average, then the average Einstein

equation reduces to the Friedmann equation. If not, this additional term will be responsible for a

global dynamics of the fitted manifold that deviates from the Friedman equation. This additional
term is the one we expected to make the link between the idealized and real manifolds, and so

for each specific probe, we need to determine its value.
Let us make here the following comment. The additional term is defined on the basis of a

spatial integral. To determine it quantitatively, we need to obtain data which are spread over

whole space. In practice, the events for which we have measurement results and which occur
at the same cosmological time are not spread over the whole three-dimensional space, but are

instead generally located on an almost spherical two-dimensional manifold centred on the earth.
Therefore, in practice, the averaging operation of the Einstein equation should best be carried

out on this sphere instead over a spatial volume, as we did above. Fortunately, since space is

assumed to be globally homogeneous and isotropic, these measurements are supposed to be
representative for whole space at the considered cosmological time. Therefore, the averaging

operation is expected to be identical if we perform it on a volume or on a surface. So Eq. (17) is
considered to be perfectly valid when used as comparison with the dynamics deduced form the

measurements.

To synthesize in a few words what we have done here: knowing the local dynamics (described
by the Einstein equation of General Relativity), and taking into account how the fitted and real

manifold are correlated on average through their respective Einstein tensors, we have deduced

an equation able to predict the dynamics of the fitted manifold. This equation is named to be the
average Einstein equation, by using the usual terminology, but would perhaps better be called

the fitted Einstein equation, to clearly highlight that different fitting processes will have different
fitted Einstein equations. Though, we will continue to use the usual terminology here.

At this stage, it is instructive to have an idea about the smoothness of the real metric (or

more particularly of the Einstein tensor, because this is the one that describes the dynamics of
the universe), and this can be examined by evaluating the significance of the perturbations with

respect to an idealized FLRW metric and its related Einstein tensor. This will allow us to know
how far different fitting processes could deviate from each other. Obviously, locally (especially in

the vicinity of massive objects), we can have extremely important deviations of the real universe

with respect to the idealized average one, but those perturbations are very localized and should
not impact the averaging operation significantly, which implies integrations over large spaces. So

we are not interested here in such very local perturbations. On the other hand, at the mesoscale,
we need to consider the existence of at least two different regions, namely overdense regions and

underdense regions. It is indeed well-known that matter is not evenly distributed over space, but

has grouped together, forming particular patterns in which the density is much larger than on
average over whole space.

To fix ideas, we consider a simplified approach assuming that those two regions are both
characterized by uniform mean properties. So, according to Einstein’s law of General Relativity,

overdense regions present a dynamics verifying

Gtt(o) = 8πGTtt(o) , (18)

whereas underdense regions present a dynamics verifying

Gtt(u) = 8πGTtt(u) , (19)
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where we used the subscripts (o) and (u) to specify in which region the tensors are evaluated

(overdense and underdense, respectively).
Let us write these two equations in terms of an average and a perturbation part:

Gtt + ∆Gtt(i) = 8πG
(

Ttt + ∆Ttt(i)

)

, (20)

where (i) stands for (o) or (u). Here, Gtt is the first diagonal component of the Einstein tensor
corresponding to the as fitted FLRW metric, and is constant over whole space. On the other

hand, ∆Gtt(i) is the difference between the local value and the fitted one, and may differ between

overdense and underdense regions. In the right hand side, Ttt corresponds to the average of the
density over whole space (i.e., ρ as defined in Eq. (16)), while ∆Ttt(i) is the difference between

the local density and the average one. On average over whole space, this difference cancels, but
it can be significant in the two regions. Indeed, in underdense regions, the density is vanishing,

meaning that with respect to the average density over whole space, the perturbation part should

be of the same order of magnitude:
∣

∣

∣
∆Ttt(u)

∣

∣

∣
≃ ρ. In overdense regions, the magnitude of the

perturbation part can even be much larger, especially in later times. This is because due to
the gravitational attraction, matter has grouped together in such small volumes with respect to

overall space that the density there has reached values which can be larger than twice the average
one (see for example [10]).

Now, for ∆Gtt(i), the magnitude of this perturbation term in one region or in the other will

strongly depend on how the FLRW metric (and its related Einstein tensor) has been fitted. Indeed,
reminding the simple case of the earth, the height of the mountains and the depth of the valleys

with respect to the sphere supposed to represent the earth depend on how this sphere has been
fitted on the earth. The same thing holds for the universe and its FLRW metric. We understand

however that lowering the perturbation term in one region will be at the expense of an increase of

the perturbation term in the other region, and vice versa. To fix ideas, we consider here the case
for which the fitting is such that the average Einstein equation reduces to the Einstein equation

itself, meaning thus that the second term in the left hand side of Eq. (17) cancels. This thus
means that the perturbation term ∆Gtt(i) cancels on average over whole space, and so the average

Einstein equation described by Eq. (17) reduces to the Friedmann equation:

3
ȧ2

a2
= 8πGρ . (21)

Combining this together with Eq. (20), we obtain

∆Gtt(i) = 8πG∆Ttt(i) . (22)

But at our epoch, since the order of magnitude of ∆Ttt(i) is that of the average density, and

since this average density is related to Gtt through the Einstein equation of General relativity, we

deduce from the last equation that the order of magnitude of ∆Gtt(i) is the one of Gtt also. In other
words, perturbations are similar in order of magnitude to the average value. So, the dynamics

of the expansion of the universe, which is directly described by Gtt = 3ȧ2/a2, corresponds to an

average of values that are quite different in overdense and underdense regions. The significant
perturbations in the Einstein tensor field are clearly indicative of a wide variety of possible fittings

in the dynamics of the universe. And as we will see in the next sections, the root cause of
the apparent accelerated expansion of the universe exactly corresponds to a fitting process that

significantly deviates from the one in which the cosmological constant vanishes.
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For completeness, let us stress that we cannot deduce directly the perturbations in the metric

itself, because ∆Gtt(i) is related not only to those terms, but also to their first and second deriva-
tives. We can however notice that even if at some time the metric is quite smooth over space, the

dynamics between both regions has become so different over time that we may expect that the
local metrics will progressively deviate from each other.

3. The fitting of the SNIa and the BAO probes

We investigate now the specific fitting process related to the SNIa and BAO probes. Those probes
imply a fitting process being probably the most complete and direct one. It is the most complete

because we really track the scale factor at different times, so we have a detailed knowledge of its

evolution over time. It is also the most direct one because we determine the evolution of the scale
factor by a direct measurement of this parameter itself. This differs with the CMB probe, which

uses indirect measurements, without any tracking over time. This last probe therefore requires
some additional assumptions, see the next section.

To establish the fitting process of the SNIa and BAO probes, we need to determine the second

term of the left hand side of Eq. (17). The analysis performed in [11] will therefore be very useful.
It has indeed been shown in this article that if SNIa were evenly distributed over space, then this

term would cancel, and the fitting process would correspond to the expected one, described

by the Friedmann equation. In reality however, SNIa are not evenly distributed over space, but
occur mainly in overdense regions, in which most of the matter is concentrated. The SNIa probe is

thus biased, because it does not take into account results that would be collected in underdense
regions, if measurements could be performed there. This bias then implies that the second

term of Eq. (17) does not cancel. In fact, by using the simple dichotomous modelling depicted

above, admitting that overdense and underdense subregions are characterized by uniform mean
properties, it has been shown by [11] that it is in overdense regions that the average of ∆Gtt

cancels, instead of in whole space:

∫

Vo

∆Gtt

√

|gij|dV = 0 , (23)

where V = Vo + Vu, Vo being the volume of overdense regions and Vu being the volume of

underdense regions. This can be understood as follows: measurement results of those probes are
interpreted by assuming that at the points were they are performed, the universe is described by

the FLRW metric. So, since measurements are only performed in overdense regions, it is solely in
such regions that this assumption is made, meaning thus that on average in these regions, gµν(o)

and all derived tensors (in particular Gµν(o)) vanish. We refer to [11] for a formal demonstration

of this result. In other words, the FLRW metric is fitted on the overdense regions instead of over

whole space. Comparing with the case of the earth, this is as if we were fitting the mean radius
by performing measurements on the top of the mountains only.

The bias implies thus a completely different fitting of the FLRW metric than the one we would
expect if measurements were evenly distributed trough space. Indeed, given Eq. (23), Eq. (17)
reduces to

3
ȧ2

a2
+

∫

Vu
∆Gtt

√

|gij|dV

∫

V

√

|gij|dV
= 8πGρ . (24)

With respect to the usual Friedmann equation (with Λ = 0), there remains an additional term. It
was shown by [11] that this term can account for an apparent dark energy effect, quantitatively
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as well as qualitatively. In particular, it has been shown that this term can be related to a density

whose order of magnitude corresponds to the one of the measured dark energy density. It has
also been shown that this term can be related to a negative pressure, equal in magnitude to the

value of the dark energy density.
In fact, we can find back the results of [11] by following the approach developed above. But

instead of performing the integrations over whole space V, we perform them over the overdense

volume Vo only. In that case, Eq. (15) would become

Gtt +

∫

Vo
∆Gtt

√

|gij|dV

∫

Vo

√

|gij|dV
= 8πG

∫

Vo
Ttt

√

|gij|dV

∫

Vo

√

|gij|dV
. (25)

But due to the bias, the second term of the left hand side cancels. Also, the right hand side

corresponds to the average density in the overdense regions ρo. We thus have

Gtt = 8πGρo = 8πG (ρ + ∆ρo) , (26)

where ∆ρo represents the difference between the average density in overdense regions and the

average density over whole space. It is now the term ρ0 that accounts for an apparent dark energy
effect. In earlier times, when heterogeneities were smaller than currently and when ρ was large,

this term was negligible. But over time, heterogeneities have developed, ρ has decreased, and ∆ρo

has become more important. This term is thus responsible for a deviation in the dynamics with
respect to the one expected from the Friedmann equation. We refer to [11] for a more in-depth

analysis of this term.
Moreover, it has been shown in [11] that the bias that exists for the SNIa probe also exists for

the BAO probe. The BAO probe leads hence to an identical fitting process, related to the same

average Einstein equation, explaining why results obtained from both probes are similar.
Let us finally notice the following about the SNIa and BAO probes. As said in the introduction

of this section, these probes are complete in the sense that they track the scale factor over time.
In theory, we could thus at each time deduce an average scale factor, and then link the values at

different times to establish its temporal evolution. In the general case, such temporal evolution

could be anything. However, it appears that the related fitting leads to a temporal evolution that
really looks like the one predicted by the Friedmann equation, taking into account the existence of

a non-zero cosmological constant. Therefore, in practice, the temporal evolution of the scale factor
is not fitted by an unspecified curve, but on the contrary by a well-defined function, verifying

the Friedmann equation, and parametrized by the cosmological constant. As shown in [11], this

approach is expected to be adequate for large values of the cosmic time, but for more earlier
times, some deviation could be observed, since the second term of Eq. (17) only tends to present

a dark energy behaviour over time. Fortunately, at earlier terms, the relative importance of this
second term with respect to the first one vanishes, so the deviations should be small.

4. The fitting of the CMB probe

We now investigate the fitting process related to the CMB probe. As we will see, this fitting

process presents on a conceptual point of view some differences with the one related to the SNIa
and BAO probes. However, despite these differences, it leads to a very similar fitted manifold,

even if a slight deviation is observed. To understand this intriguing situation, it is extremely
important to have a clear view on the related fitting process.
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Let us first briefly remind the principle of the CMB probe. The cosmic microwave background,

which fills all space, is the remnant electromagnetic radiation from an early stage of the universe.
This cosmic microwave background is almost isotropic. Though, it presents slight anisotropies.

When analysing those anisotropies in terms of their power spectrum, specific peaks appear. Such
peaks are the signatures of some physical phenomena, which can be related to different parame-

ters of interest, in particular the curvature of the universe, the baryon density, and the dark-matter

density. After having determined these parameters from the CMB anisotropies, the dark energy
density can indirectly be deduced.

We first notice that the CMB probe is an indirect probe. It does not directly measure the
scale factor as does the SNIa probe, but on the contrary determines it indirectly on the basis of

other types of measurements. Conceptually, this is not an issue. If the physics is well-understood

and well-described, the equations of the model predicting the CMB anisotropies should form a
coherent set, and the knowledge of some parameters should allow us to determine some other

ones.
More importantly, unlike the SNIa and BOA probes, the CMB probe does not track the scale

factor at different times. This is a disadvantage. Indeed, this means that we have no information

allowing to confirm (or not) that the temporal evolution of the scale factor indeed corresponds
to the one predicted by the Friedmann equation. On the contrary, the CMB probe postulates

that this temporal evolution will correspond to the one predicted by the Friedmann equation.
As a consequence, the idealized manifold that we fit on the real universe is constrained by this

postulate: it corresponds to a well-defined function, parametrized by the cosmological constant

Λ, whose value is deduced from the measurements of curvature as well as the baryon and dark
matter densities.

At last, the CMB probe as it is applied suffers from a subtle but major drawback. As we in-

sisted on in the introduction of section 2, fitting processes rely in general on averaging operations,
because of the existence of perturbations. We cannot rely on the result of one single measurement

to fit a manifold, because due to those perturbations, this single data cannot in general be con-
sidered as being representative of the global behaviour. Though, in the CMB probe as it is (and

can be) applied in practice, there is no such averaging operation, simply because we have at our

disposal only one single result. Let us clearly explain this. We fit the idealized manifold by con-
straining it to be related to the Friemann equation. This manifold is parametrized by the matter

and dark energy densities, so the fitting process will be accomplished as these parameters are
fixed. The CMB probe provides one value for each of these parameters. But the CMB measure-

ments are most probably affected by the perturbations of the metric existing at the locations were

they have been carried out, i.e., in the vicinity of the earth. These single values for the matter
and dark energy densities are thus not reliable to deduce a global behaviour, this is as we were

fitting the sphere representing the earth by performing just a measurement of its radius at the
Everest. In some sense, we fit the idealized manifold by constraining it to exactly pass trough

our particular point, which unfortunately cannot be considered as globally representative. So we

should repeat the CMB measurements at other locations in space to get an average value for Λ

and the matter density.

Let us justify why the perturbations of the metric in the vicinity of the earth could affect
so much the fitting process. To interpret the anisotropies measured in the cosmic microwave

background and deduce the different parameters, a theoretical model has been built, based on

the assumption that space is globally homogeneous and isotropic, and hence that the universe’s
metric tensor corresponds to the FLRW tensor everywhere. It is only with such an assumption

that quite simple theoretical relations could be obtained in the model. But these relations are only

valid at a global scale, meaning on average if measurements were repeated at different locations.
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At a very specific location, these relations are not valid, because the local perturbation to this

metric tensor have to be taken into account. The significance of such perturbations has already
been shown above, but let us once again illustrate this by a simple example. In the Friedmann

equation (assuming Λ = 0), the Hubble constant can be determined as

3H2
0 = 8πGρ . (27)

But if the Hubble constant is measured from the earth (being located in an overdense region), we

should in fact use Eq. (18):

3H2
0 + ∆Gtt(o) = 8πG (ρ + ∆ρo) . (28)

Obviously, both equations are theoretically equivalent to deduce H0, because ∆Gtt(o) = 8πG∆ρo.
But when performing the measurements (on events quite close to us), if in their interpretation

we neglect the perturbations of the metric tensor (and of the related derived tensors, in particular

the perturbation in the Einstein tensor), what we would measure should correspond to

3H2
0 = 8πG (ρ + ∆ρo) . (29)

The second term in the right hand side does not cancel anymore with the second term of the left

hand side. And as justified above, this term can be significant, it can be of the order of magnitude
of what we would like to measure. Neglecting the perturbations in the metric can thus strongly

affect the result.
So in practice, the CMB probe suffers from the same bias as the SNIa and BOA probes do: by

neglecting the perturbations of the metric tensor in the vicinity of the earth, the Einstein equa-

tion of General relativity reduces to Eq. (26), making appear an apparent dark energy content.
Therefore, the fitting process related to the CMB probe leads to a similar result.

The proposed explanation also provides a clear understanding of the Hubble tension. In our
simplified model of above, such a Hubble tension should in fact not exist. Since the apparent dark

energy is related to the average density in overdense regions (supposed to be constant through

all these regions), the SNIA, the BAO as well as the CMB probes should evidence an identical
value for it. But obviously, the model considered above is very simplified, in reality ovederdense

regions exhibit densities that may vary from point to point. Since the SNIa and BOA probes are
applied on a large set of events (somewhat distributed through the overdense regions), they truly

evidence, on average, an apparent dark energy which is directly related to the average density in

overdense regions. On the other hand, the CMB probe is applied only at our specific location, so
the apparent dark energy that will be determined will be related to the local value of the density,

and not the average through the overdense regions. As a matter of fact, there is no reason that

the local density in our vicinity exactly corresponds to the average density through overdense
regions. As a consequence, a different apparent dark energy should be expected. In some sense,

as it is applied, the CMB probe indirectly provides a measure of our local density. Unfortunately,
a direct quantitative comparison with measurements of the local density is difficult. Since in

reality matter is not distributed as a continuous fluid, it is unclear how we should define our

local density. Its value strongly depends on which volume it is evaluated. For very small volumes
around our galaxy, its value is significantly above the critical density, but when increasing the

volume, at some point it becomes smaller than the critical density (see [12]). So if this model
proposes a simple theoretical explanation for the Hubble tension, a quantitative confirmation

will require a different approach. This is however beyond the scope of this article.
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5. Conclusion

Understanding how cosmic probes fit the idealized FLRW metric onto the real universe is funda-

mental, because it is those fittings that are analysed in practice, and any property derived from

them is supposed to be applicable to the real universe as well. It is hence required to have fitting
processes leading to idealized approximations being indeed representative of the real universe.

In this article we have investigated the fitting processes implicitly defined by the SNIa, BAO and

CMB cosmic probes. We first insisted on the fact that different fitting processes could lead to
different dynamics. Therefore, we derived an averaged Einstein equation of General Relativity

which, in addition to being covariant, contains an additional term depending on how the FLRW
metric has been fitted. For each cosmic probe, we have then determined this additional term, and

shown that it was able to account for an apparent dark energy effect. This justifies that there is no

need to assume a non-zero cosmological constant to explain the observed accelerated expansion
of the universe. Furthermore, an in depth understanding of the conceptual differences between

the CMB probe and the two other ones allowed us to provide an explanation for the so-called
Hubble tension. In summary, the investigation supports the idea that if on a global scale, the

universe can be considered as being homogeneous and isotropic, local inhomogeneities have to

be considered in the interpretation of the results provided by the various cosmic probes.
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